Bond to Bowie: Songs of Stage and Screen
Date: Saturday 6th October 2018
Venue: Ashton Village Hall
Start Time: 19:30
The show is suitable for anyone age 12+ years
‘One of the UK’s finest female jazz stars … an original talent rare amongst
those who would call themselves jazz singers.’ Jazzwise Magazine
‘Soulful, dignified, somewhat Cleo Laine-like.’ The Guardian.
Gifted with a beautiful, expressive voice Juliet shines a spotlight on
some of her favourite songs from stage and screen, bringing her
vivacious performance style, delightful, distinctive vocals, warm
personality and a jazzy flavour to popular favourites and lesserknown gems from classic movies, musicals and TV shows.
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Noble Jacks
Date: Saturday 26th January 2019
Venue: Ashton Village Hall
Start Time: 19:30
The show is suitable for everyone age 7+ years.
'Crackerjack live shows... undeniably catchy.'
fRoots Magazine
'Upbeat live set... combines the catchy hooks of
folk bands such as the Levellers with the foot
stomping and fiddle shuffling of artists such as
Seth Lakeman, along with earthy, warm and
ambient vibes of The Eagles / Mumford and
Sons.' Brighton Argus
Noble Jacks are a rip-roaring Country-Folk band with roof raising energy. This is the kind of brilliantly
catchy alt-country music (with a folk-rock undertow) that begs to be experienced live. It bursts
forward with a stream of restless and rallying energy; their big anthemic songs are affirming stuff,
their melodies made to bang your foot on the ground to. And central to their sound is the soaring
and infectious fiddle charge, faultless lead vocals, roaring and rocky guitar and blues wailing
harmonica.
A hugely enjoyable and delightfully rough soundscape.
Just the kind of tonic we need to banish the winter blues. Bring your family and friends for an
invigorating and uplifting evening.
Bring your own drinks, nibbles will be provided.
Tickets are £10 and can be obtained from Geraldine on 881416.

